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INTRODUCTION

Since 1950, Survey Subcommittee III of ASTM Committee E-9 on Fatigue has been compiling each year a list of fatigue references. These lists have been published by ASTM as STP No. 9 with the title "Annual References on Fatigue." The lists contain authors, article or report title, reference source and other reference information, and in some cases abstracts of the articles. Efforts of the subcommittee during early years were confined to collecting references from the more popular reference sources. However, during the past several years, the efforts of Subcommittee III have been more inclusive so that each year a larger number of references are included in the "Annual References on Fatigue." To give some idea of growth, the first STP, 9, contained about 125 references; in 1959, STP 9-J contained about 400 references. Some of this growth understandably represents increased emphasis on research in the broad field of fatigue.

In 1957, Mr. R. E. Peterson, then chairman of Committee E-9, suggested that it might be valuable to compile the references in five- or ten-year bibliographies. Committee E-9 members indicated a real interest in the suggestion and Subcommittee III was assigned the responsibility. In the early planning stages, it was generally agreed that such a bibliography would be more useful if it contained a subject index. A tentative index was drawn up by Subcommittee III and was published in the ASTM BULLETIN, April, 1958. Based upon comments received, the index was revised somewhat and was adopted by Committee E-9 at the Annual Meeting, 1958. The key to the subject index appears on p. 77.

In 1963, Subcommittee III members completed review of each reference to verify the reference information for the years 1950 to 1954. Consequently, ASTM STP No. 9-AA was published, "Five-Year Bibliography on Fatigue, 1950-1954." Review of the references for the period 1955 to 1959 has now been completed. Thus, this publication represents the second five-year bibliography.

The references in each part are arranged alphabetically by principal author; each reference is numbered and contains the part letter. The information in each entry includes the authors, the title of the article or report, complete information on the reference source, and the subject index numbers. For Parts B through E where references may originate from more than one country, the country in which the reference is published is listed in parentheses.

Section 2:

For those interested in searching out specific references pertinent to one or more detailed topics on fatigue, the Subject Index of Section 2 has been prepared. In the present Five-Year Bibliography on Fatigue, only those subject headings of the complete index that are needed to describe the present references are included in this section. Following each subject listed in this section are the appropriate reference numbers as obtained from Section 1.

Section 3:

A number of persons using the bibliography will be interested in following the works of individuals active in the field of fatigue research. To help in this regard, the Author Index of Section 3 has been prepared. This index is an alphabetical list by Part of all authors whose references appear in Section 1. Following each author's name, are presented the individual's references by appropriate reference number.

Section 4:

Throughout Section 1, reference source titles have been
abbreviated, generally following the procedures established in *Chemical Abstracts*. In some cases, it may be difficult to identify readily the reference source from the abbreviated title. Accordingly, Section 4 contains an alphabetical list of reference sources; each source is listed in the abbreviated form and with its complete title.

During the several years that this second Five-Year Bibliography on Fatigue has been in preparation, the efforts of Subcommittee III have been stimulated by H. J. Grover, present chairman of Committee E-9.

The chairman of Subcommittee III is especially grateful for the efforts of the subcommittee in the detailed task of screening and editing that each member has done. In addition, there were a number of Committee E-9 members who graciously volunteered to assist in this work. My thanks and those of Subcommittee III members are given to these willing individuals.

To you, the reader and user of this bibliography, we hope that you will find this bibliography a useful source of information in your research. We will also appreciate receiving your comments and suggestions on the bibliography.

WALTER S. HYLER, Chairman
Survey Subcommittee III
ASTM Committee E-9 on Fatigue

Subcommittee Members:
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